Topics:
- CES: What's coming-up in the consumer electronic world
- Audio and Video wireless contribution via cellular networks

Date: Tuesday, February 25th, 2014
Time: 19:00
Location: Radio-Canada Montreal, Raymond David Hall
1400 Rene Levesque boulevard, Montreal
Parking via Papineau entrance (parking fee applies)

Organized by: David Beaulieu - SRC
Sponsored by: SMPTE Montreal

Tonight's presentation is twofold:

Part 1: CES: What's coming-up in the consumer electronic world:

Four SRC representatives attended the 2014 Consumer Electronics Show (CES) held in Las Vegas last January.

They will focus on the main highlights of the show as well as their vision of the consumer electronic future.

Speakers:
- Jonathan Dupras, engineer and Research Manager, New Broadcast Technologies / Media Technologies Services - SRC
- Guy St-Onge, Manager, Digital Analysis, Strategic Planning and Finance - SRC
- Yvan St-Pierre, M-Cameraman (Electronic Journalism) PTRC – Prod CDI - SRC
- Christian Sylvain Eng Supervising Tech / SNG Engineer Technical Production, SRC

Part 2: Audio and Video wireless contribution via cellular networks

More and more radio and television broadcasters are successfully using systems allowing real time contribution over cellular networks, mainly for their news services.

SRC Pierre Robidoux will put us in context and will introduce us to audio and video wireless contribution over the cellular networks.

Speaker:
- Pierre Robidoux, Senior Engineer, New Broadcast Technologies – SRC
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